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Three Scenarios

Happy Landings



Three Scenarios

Patient Recovery in Hospital



Three Scenarios

Delivery of Ecological Mitigation



There is something inherently difficult about moving a metal 
object full of people through the sky

There is also something inherently difficult about having your 
body opened up and repaired

There is certainly something inherently difficult about achieving 
effective ecological mitigation

Very complex systems are involved in all of the above

Where humans are involved – mistakes are likely to be made !

My Own Observations



Black Box
Flight Recorder



United Airline Flight 173
December 28 1978

Route: New York to Oregon

Crashed killing 10 of the 189 people on board



Did it crash because …

Faulty landing gear?

Ran out of fuel?

Pilot error?



The pilot became too focused on the landing gear

He lost all sense of time

An hour later the aircraft ran out of fuel while still in the air !



Twice during the hour, the flight engineer warned the pilot 

Twice - the pilot ignored the engineer

The engineer couldn’t challenge the pilot’s authority



Solution

Airline industry introduces cockpit checklists that must be 
regularly checked

Assertiveness lessons addressed - its ok to challenge colleagues



Solution

Flight investigators examine black box

Accident reports (mistakes) are disclosed to everyone

Temporary loss of credibility … but long term benefits



Misdiagnosis
Dispensing the wrong drugs

Injuring the patient during surgery
Operating on the wrong part of the body

Operating on the wrong person
Improper infusions

Falls
Burns

Pressure ulcers
Postoperative complications

Categories of avoidable harm include



In the USA in 2013 
A study published in Journal of Patient Safety

Identified premature deaths
due to preventable harm 

at 400,000 per year



In UK
National Audit Office 2005

Reported 
34,000 deaths per year due to human error



The problem is not caused by a small group of crazy, 
homicidal, incompetent medics.

Medical errors occur most often - not when when 
clinicians get bored or lazy - but when they are going 

about their business with diligence and concern.

The problem – at 1st glance - appears to be complexity.

WHO lists 12,420 diseases which all require a protocol.

So no wonder mistakes are made!



But …

There is something deeper and more subtle at work 

It has little to do with too few resources or limited time

And everything to do with prevailing ‘culture’

There is a culture of evasion & cover up

Not confronting recurring problems and mistakes



It turns out that many errors in hospitals have subtle but 
predictable patterns or trajectories.

What air accident investigators call ‘signatures’.

With open reporting and honest evaluation, these errors 
could be spotted and reforms put in place to stop them.

This is what happens in aviation.

But all to often it doesn’t happen in medicine.



Matthew Sayed

“It turns out that, for reasons both prosaic and profound, 
a failure to learn from our mistakes has been one of the 

single greatest obstacles to human progress”

Whereas

“A progressive attitude to failure turns out to be the 
cornerstone of success for any institution” 







Instead of concealing failure, or skirting around it, 
aviation has a system where failure is data rich.

Mistakes are not stigmatised,                                        
but are regarded as learning opportunities.

Aviation takes failure seriously



What relevance is all of this to us?



Are we like the aviation industry

or 

The Medics?



I think …

… we would benefit from a culture 
that does not stigmatise

failure or mistakes



Matthew Syed

Psychologists make a distinction between 
mistakes where we already 

know the right answer 

and

mistakes where we don’t. 



CIEEM Autumn Conference 2017

All About When We Don’t Really Know 

David Tyldesley’s Presentation

Effective Mitigation Monitoring



Beyond Monitoring: New Ways of 
Sharing and Learning From Evidence

Claire Wordley & Erica Newton

Today’s Breakout Session No 4



Example 
of where 
we know 

the

Right Answer



CIEEM proposals 
for greater focus on

Ecological Clerk of Works 



My emphasis today 

Is to focus on the mistakes we make 
where we ‘should’ 

already 
know the right answer 



BS42020:2013



Post construction & Monitoring

Pre-application

Surveys & EcIAs

Determination

Construction & Implementation

Validation and Registration

Decision-making

BS42020

Planning 
& 

Development 
Process



BS42020

Recognises

Information is             
collected handled            
and acted upon

By different 
professionals

at different stages 
of the planning 

process

Post construction & Monitoring

Pre-application

Surveys & EcIAs

Determination

Construction & Implementation

Validation and Registration

Decision-making







Competency Framework

Put simply you are competent if you:

Know what to do
Know how to do it
Know when to do it
Know why you do it
Can do it consistently well
Know your limits and when to seek help and advice







In a Mark Avery Recent Blog

Tim Reed (Ornithologist) Reports

Frequently basic data sets are missing and prove      
very hard to obtain

Once data are obtained, it is often very hard to 
understand how the results have been reached and 

why they support the claims made



In a Mark Avery Recent Blog

Tim Reed (Ornithologist)

Cherrill et al (2016) showed disturbingly high level of 
error in basic data sets (e.g. Phase 1)

The result was that many decisions were made on 
effectively false premises: 

leading to recognised biodiversity loss



How can we 

identify and share errors and mistakes 

in a safe non-judgmental way

that doesn’t threaten our egos?



What’s Missing?

I’ve No Idea !



What’s Missing?



Black Box Checklist/Approach

EcIA

Performance 

Criteria

Checklist 

For 

Consultants

Checklist 

for 

LPA Ecologists
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Performance 
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LPA Ecologists







Adequate Desk Studies

Adequate Field Surveys

Summary of All Species and Habitats

Description of Likely Impacts

Explanation of Proposed Mitigation

Explicit Understanding of Limitations

Proposals Justified in Accordance with Policy & Law

Work Undertaken in Accordance with Published Good Practice

Deviations from Good Practice are Fully Justified

All Staff are Competent

Likely Net Losses and Gains

Is EcIA Adequate to Inform Planning Decision

Signature …. Signed in Blood !



CONCLUSIONS

We Need to Change Our Professional Culture

We Need to Learn From Mistakes

We Need to Challenge Each Other Safely

We Need a System of Simple Checks

CONCLUSIONS



Black Box Thinking

A stirring call to revolutionise how we think about 
success – by changing our attitude to failure

Failure shouldn’t be shameful and stigmatising, but 
exciting and enlightening



“Learn from the mistakes of others.

You can’t live long enough to make them all yourself.”

Matthew Sayed

Black Box Thinking



But for you to  learn … 

The person next to you needs to ‘share’ their mistakes !



But for you to  learn … 

The person next to you needs to ‘share’ their mistakes !


